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Service designAbstract Specifying consistent services at early project stages is a telecommunication service engi-
neering challenge. Service logic inconsistencies, also known as feature interactions (FIs), can affect
various types of services ranging from signaling protocol features to value-added end user services.
This problem has been investigated for all those types of services. However, inconsistencies of Oper-
ation, Administration, Management and Provisioning (OAM&P) services have not been sufﬁciently
addressed. The present paper studies the detection of OAM&P service inconsistencies at the soft-
ware requirement speciﬁcation stage. The aim is at the resolution of the problem before reaching
the implementation step. The basic idea of the here reported approach is to consider service incon-
sistencies as software requirement conﬂicts. The contribution of the present paper consists of an
OAM&P requirement modeling language and a requirement conﬂict detection method. A valida-
tion with a case study is reported.
ª 2014 King Saud University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The feature interaction (FI) problem arises when two or more
services, running together, interact in such a way that at least
one behaves in an undesirable manner. In emerging telecommu-
nication architectures built around packet-switched networks,
the FI is even more complex due to the characteristics of these
architectures. In fact, the convergence of a variety of networks
implies service complexity, application distribution, technology
heterogeneity, multi-vendor involvement, and user program-
mability. All these aspects render the FI problem management
a more difﬁcult endeavor.The FI problem has been studied in circuit-switched net-
works (Amyot and Logrippo, 2003; Calder and Magill, 2000;
Dini et al., 1997; Du Bousquet and Richier, 2007; Kimbler
and Bouma, 1998; Nakamura and Reiff-Marganiec, 2009;
Reiff-Marganiec and Ryan, 2005), but there are still no com-
pletely satisfactory solutions. Most of the FI detection research
uses formal methods. Services are modeled using a formal lan-
guage. Then, formal techniques are used to detect possible
interactions. The commonly used formal techniques are tem-
poral logic (Blom, 1997), theorem proving (Gammelgaard
and Kristensen, 1994), Petri nets (Nakamura et al., 1997),
extended ﬁnite state automata (SDL language, for example)
(Gibson and Mery, 1997), and process algebra (LOTOS lan-
guage, for example) (Amyot et al., 2000). Informal methods
are also used to detect FI. For example, Charnois (1997) uses
natural language processing to identify interactions between
textual representations of service logic. Cherkaoui and
Khoumsi (2002) proposed a solution based on software agents.
Kolberg and Magill (2001) and Amer et al. (2000) designed
negotiating agents that try to satisfy the preferences of end
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ture can be found in Calder et al., 2003. In packet-switched
networks, FI started to be studied a few years ago (Chentouf
and Khoumsi, 2013; Chentouf et al., 2003a,b,c; Lennox and
Schulzrinne, 2000; Rizzo and Garyfalos, 2000).
In this article, we are interested in studying the FI problem
in OAM&P systems. OAM&P service design has been widely
studied. For example, in McKiou and Buckley, 2003, the
authors designed a UTRAN object-oriented OAM&P system.
In Silverman et al., 2000, the problem of rapid and easier ser-
vice creation and service and network management was inves-
tigated. In Donadio et al., 2009, a service-oriented OAM&P
framework based on TMN, Web services and software agents
was proposed. In Lavinal et al., 2009, a self-adaptive multi-
agent-based OAM&P framework was designed. The authors
of Charcranoon et al., 2005 elaborated an OAM&P architec-
ture for Optical Burst Switched (OBS) networks. In
Modarresi and Mohan, 2000, the authors discussed the chal-
lenges and opportunities associated with the uniﬁed control
and management of next-generation networks. However, in
all these research works, the FI problem has not been studied.
Compared with the number of FI research works in commu-
nication services, the works in OAM&PFI remain very few. Chi
et al. (2003) analyzed the problem of interactions that can occur
between call control services andmanagement protocol features
of optical networks. The authors proposed some general guide-
lines to detect and resolve these problems. Ilic´ et al. (2006)
reported on the enhancement of a system that allows service
designers to specify high-level inter-operation services between
multiple communication networks, including management fea-
tures. Georgatsos et al. (1997) claimed an important role of the
Telecommunications Management Network (TMN) functional
layers in handling FI in the PSTN. The authors provided a set of
recommendations about the function of some of the TMN ser-
vices. The latter three research works did not produce a FI
detection and resolution procedure. We believe that the FI
research community has not been interested in the problem of
OAM&P FI because the focus has been on communication
and communication control services. To our best knowledge,
FI speciﬁcally in the OAM&P layer has only been studied by
Chentouf (2012). There aremany advantages of the present arti-
cle compared with Chentouf, 2012. First, OAM&P FI is
addressed at the requirement software stage. Detecting
OAM&P requirement conﬂicts allows engineers to solve and
effectively prevent inconsistencies from propagating along the
subsequent stages of the software process. In the sequel, we will
use ‘‘requirement conﬂicts’’ to note ‘‘feature interactions seen as
requirement conﬂicts’’. A second advantage of the present work
over Chentouf, 2012 consists of deriving an OAM&P require-
ment modeling language from a standard and well-known
requirement modeling language called KAOS. As a direct con-
sequence, more types of FI can be detected. Another advantage
of the present work is that the consistency and computational
complexity of the proposed solution have been studied. A more
elaborate comparison between the two research works will be
presented in Section 5.
The requirement conﬂict detection method proposed in the
present work is the same as that for FI: modeling items
(requirements), then comparing pairs of item models to detect
possible interactions. The solution here proposed assumes that
most requirement engineers still use natural language to write
requirements. Indeed, according to a ﬁeld survey (Mariangelaand Pierluigi, 2004), 71.8% of requirement documents are
written in natural language. This fact motivated us to base
our requirement modeling on natural language. Therefore,
we propose a controlled natural language structure in terms
of an Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) to be the basis
of a requirement writing automatic tool. Thus, requirement
analysts are assumed to write requirements using such an auto-
matic tool instead of an ordinary text editor. For the proposed
EBNF to be able to capture the semantics of OAM&P require-
ments, it has been elaborated as an interpretation of KAOS
(Objectiver, 2007), the well-known requirement modeling lan-
guage. A requirement conﬂict detection method has been
based on the EBNF. The consistency, completeness, and com-
putation complexity of the proposed solution have also been
studied. The research result validation has been performed
through a set of proof-of-concept examples.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. We begin
by introducing requirement modeling research in Section 2.
We outline our OAM&P requirement modeling language in
Section 3. We describe the proposed OAM&P feature interac-
tion detection method in Section 4, including a study of the
method’s consistency, completeness, and computational com-
plexity. Section 5 examines related works. Validation of the
method is described in Section 6 through a case study. Section 7
concludes the paper.2. Modeling requirements
Requirement modeling languages (RML) typically encompass
concept and relation modeling methods. Some RML contain
automated procedures to implement search queries (Jureta
et al., 2010). Early-phase RML includes RML (Greenspan
et al., 1986) and ERAE (Dubois et al., 1988). The ontology in
the latter language was judged to be limited (Greenspan et al.,
1994). KAOS (Dardenne et al., 1993) and i* (Yu, 1997) have
richer ontology, central to which are the concepts of system
and stakeholder goals. Van Lamsweerde (2000a) deﬁnes a goal
as ‘‘a prescriptive statement of intent that the system should sat-
isfy through cooperation of its agents’’. Telos (Mylopoulos
et al., 1990) adopted a different approach: putting in the lan-
guage itself the facilities required to build the ontology.
In this paper, we are interested in KAOS, which is a goal-
directed requirement engineering methodology, not simply a
modeling language (Dardenne et al., 1993; Darimont and Van
Lamsweerde, 1996; Van Lamsweerde, 2001; Van Lamsweerde
andWillemet, 1998b; Van Lamsweerde et al., 1995). The choice
of KAOS was motivated by the fact that a KAOS environment
is available and has been used in large-scale industrial projects
(Darimont et al., 1998). The KAOS method consists of (i) elic-
iting and decomposing goals, (ii) deriving objects and opera-
tions from goals, and (iii) and eliciting requirements on the
objects and operations to meet the goals. The underlying ontol-
ogy includes a number of concepts: object, operation, agent,
and goal. It also contains relations: performance, aggregation,
composition, and inheritance (Dardenne et al., 1993;
Objectiver, 2007; Van Lamsweerde and Letier, 2000b; Van
Lamsweerde et al., 1998a). KAOS allows analysts to build a
glossary progressively and simultaneously during requirement
deﬁnition. The glossary consists of UML class diagrams where
the system-to-build’s classes and their attributes and relations
are elicited (Objectiver, 2007).
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sists of semantic nets (Brachman and Levesque, 1985) for the
conceptual modeling of goals, requirements, agents, objects
and operations of the system-to-be. The second component
is optional. It consists of a temporal logic (Koymans, 1992)
for the speciﬁcation of goals, requirements, and objects. The
analyst can use this component to formalize the conceptual
modeling part into a temporal ﬁrst order logic theory. How-
ever, requirement analysts and stakeholders are often not
familiar with formal logic (Gervasi and Zowghi, 2005), which
is why this module is not expected to be used at the beginning
of the requirement process. Its aim is verifying the satisfaction
of requirements (i.e., checking if properties satisfy goals) after
they have been written (Objectiver, 2007). Fig. 1 depicts an
example written in the graphical language of KAOS. It sum-
marizes some requirements of an elevator system: ‘‘When a
passenger pushes a button of the elevator system, the system
refreshes the list of instructions (Reschedule) that the elevator
controller has to execute. The new schedule will be immedi-
ately in use by the elevator controller’’ (Objectiver, 2007).
Fig. 1 shows that ‘‘Passenger command’’ is an event, ‘‘Re-
schedule’’ is an operation, and ‘‘Schedule’’ is an object.
3. Modeling OAM&P requirements
To detect OAM&P requirement conﬂicts, they have to be mod-
eled in a suitable language. For this aim, we propose a modeling
language derived from KAOS. In this section, we introduce the
constructs of this language. We will explain in Section 4 how
this language can be used by the requirement analysts to specify
requirements and detect conﬂicts among them.Figure 1 KAOS requiremDeﬁnition 3.1 (Object) An object is anything of interest that
is subject to an operation (action).
The set of objects will be denoted Obj. Inheritance (is-a
relation), aggregation (has-a relation), and composition (con-
tains-a relation) are supported.
Deﬁnition 3.2 (Object path) An object path consists of m
objects (o1, . . ., om), mP 2. It notes the existence of a relation
between every pair of objects (oi, oi+1). A relation can be any
one of those mentioned in Deﬁnition 3.1.
The set of paths is Un Obj
n, n= 2, |Obj|. The relation
between (oi, oi+1) may be different from the one between (oj,
oj+1), i „ j.
Deﬁnition 3.3 (Agent) Any processor of some operation on
some object(s). Agents include humans, devices, programs, etc.
The set of agents will be denoted Agt.
Deﬁnition 3.4 (Operation) An operation is performed by an
agent. It has inputs and outputs that are objects.
Let Opr be the set of operations. Operations will be written
as in KAOS, i.e., they contain both the verb and the object.
Example: access-account (Objectiver, 2007).
Deﬁnition 3.5 (Event) An event is the pre-condition of an
operation. It may either start (cause) or stop the requirement’s
operation (action). It may also forbid an operation.
The set of all events will be denoted Evt. As recommended
by KAOS (Objectiver, 2007), events are written in a passive
form and are considered as a single term. For example, credit
limit reached will be written as follows: credit-limit-reached.
Deﬁnition 3.6 (ID) A natural number that exhaustively
identiﬁes a requirement.
Deﬁnition 3.7 (Alphabet)
The OAM&P modeling language comprises the following:ent modeling example.
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Evt U N U {START, STOP, FORBID, VOID, ALL} Un
Objn, where N denotes the set of natural numbers.
- Variable symbols: We deﬁne nine sets, Vobj, Vobj-set, Vagt,
Vopr, Vevt, Vids, Vhld, Vs, and Vpth, of variable symbols rang-
ing over the sets Obj U {VOID}, non-empty subsets of Obj,
Agt U {ALL}, Opr, Evt U {VOID} U N, N, N U {VOID},
{START, STOP, FORBID}, and Un Obj
n, respectively.
Vobj = {object, object1, object2, . . . }
Vobj-set = {object-set, object-set1, object-set2, . . . }
Vagt = {agent, agent1, agent2, . . .}
Vopr = {operation, operation1, operation2, . . .}
Vevt = {event, event1, event2, . . .}
Vids = {id, id1, id2, . . .}
Vhld = {hold, hold1, hold2, . . .}
Vs = {s, s1, s2, . . .}
Vpth = {path, path1, path2, . . .}
- Predicate Symbols: We consider the following predicate
symbols:
a. A binary predicate symbol, interaction. The arguments of
interaction are requirement identiﬁers. If interaction(id1,
id2) is true, then the two requirements identiﬁed by id1
and id2 are in conﬂict.
b. A binary predicate reachable whose arguments are objects.
If reachable(objecti, objectj) is true, then there exists a path
of m objects (object1, . . ., objecti, . . ., objectj, . . ., objectm),
mP 2 (see Deﬁnition 3.2).
c. A unary predicate error. Its argument is a requirement iden-
tiﬁer. The predicate holds if the requirement referenced by
the identiﬁer is not well-formed.
d. Three binary predicate symbols, c, g, and h, with objects as
arguments. c(object1, object2), g(object1, object2), and
h(object1, object2) are true if object1 contains (composition),
has (aggregation), or specializes (inheritance) object2,
respectively.
- Logical operators: The operators NOT (negation), AND
(conjunction), and OR (disjunction).
Deﬁnition 3.8 (Requirement tuple) A requirement is an 8-
tuple (id, s, event, agent, operation, object-set, object, and
hold), where id, s, event, agent, operation, object-set, object,
and hold are variables that belong to the variable sets Vids,
Vs, Vevt, Vagt, Vopr, Vobj-set, Vobj, and Vhld, respectively.
The semantics of a requirement tuple is the following:
- id: the identiﬁer of the requirement. We chose to represent
id as a natural number.
- agent: the agent who performs the operation. If the action
shall be executed by all the agents, then agent will be set to
the constant ALL.
- operation: the operation to be performed by the agent.
- s: the effect of the requirement start, stop, or forbid an
operation. START means that the event gives the agent
allowance or obligation to perform the operation. STOPmeans that the event causes the operation to stop. In such
a case, the operation designates a continuous or iterative
process or service. FORBID forbids the agent to execute
the operation. In the sequel, we will call the values of s s-
values.
- event: the event that starts, stops, or forbids the require-
ment’s operation, depending on the content of s. The event
may contain a date and time. In this case, START, STOP,
or FORBID will be executed at the speciﬁed date and time.
We chose to represent the date and time as the number of
milliseconds since 1970/01/01. This representation is
adopted by many programing languages, including Java,
for example. If the requirement’s operation is not condi-
tioned by an event, event will be set to the constant VOID.
In such a case, s may be set to either START, to mean
unconditional allowance or obligation, or FORBID for
unconditional forbiddance.
- object-set: a set of objects that constitutes the input of the
operation.
- object: the object that is the output of the operation. Every
requirement has only one output. The aim is to ease the
requirement interaction detection. If an operation has more
than one output, it shall be split into more than one
requirement tuple so that every tuple has only one output
object.
.- hold: this value is used if the requirement contains an oper-
ation that has to be executed periodically. In this case, hold
shall contain the number of milliseconds to wait before re-
executing the operation. If there is no speciﬁcation of repeti-
tion for the operation, hold will be set to the constant VOID.
Here are some requirement tuple examples:
Example 3.1: all agents shall not delete invoices.
(23, FORBID, VOID, ALL, delete-invoice, invoice,
invoice, VOID)
Example 3.2: once a subscriber has made the ﬁrst payment,
she shall be able to access her account.
(566, START, subscriber-ﬁrst-payment-done, subscriber,
access-subscriber-account, subscriber-account, subscriber-
account, VOID)
Example 3.3: on May 1st, 2010 the system shall start send-
ing monitoring reports to the administrator and write this
event in the system log. This operation shall be repeated every
24 h.
(85, START, 1272661200000, system, send-monitoring-
report-to-admin, monitoring-report, system-log, 86400000)4. Detecting OAM&P requirement conﬂicts
4.1. Solution process
As we mentioned previously, the proposed method is based on
the observed fact that requirement analysts still use natural
language to write requirements. Our approach consists of pro-
viding OAM&P requirement analysts with a controlled natural
language (CNL)-based framework to help them specify
requirements in the most unambiguous and complete way.
The framework also contains a program capable of detecting
requirement inconsistencies. For this aim, the OAM&P
requirement language deﬁned in Section 3 is supposed to be
300 Z. Chentoufautomated into a user interface where the requirement tuple
structure is presented to the analyst in terms of the following
EBNF:
<requirement>->
ID: 0–9 {0–9}
S: START | STOP | FORBID
EVENT:<event>| VOID | 0–9 {0–9}
AGENT:<agent>| ALL
OPERATION:<operation>
INPUT:<object>{,<object>}
OUTPUT:<object>
HOLD: VOID | 0–9 {0–9}
The framework automatically builds the sets Obj, Agt, Opr,
and Evt while the analyst is entering the requirement tuples. At
the end of this step, the analyst is required to provide the rela-
tions between objects. The relations are the common object-
oriented ones: inheritance (is-a relation), aggregation (has-a
relation), and composition (contains-a relation). This is the
ﬁrst step in the OAM&P requirement conﬂict detection pro-
cess. The whole process is depicted in Fig. 2.
4.2. Step 2: building object relation trees
Once requirements are written and object relations are pro-
vided, the framework interprets relations in terms of the fol-
lowing predicates:
- h(object1, object2): object2 is-a object1
- g(object1, object2): object1 has-a object2
- c(object1, object2): object1 contains-a object2
The relations provided by the OAM&P analyst constitute a
directed graph G= (N, A), where N is the set of nodes (or ver-
tices) and A is the set of arcs (or directed edges). The frame-
work builds G by creating two nodes, objecti and objectj,
and an arc from objecti to objectj for every R(objecti, objectj),
Re{h, g, c}. The next step for the framework is to derive all the
predicates reachable(objecti, objectj) that are true. Recall that
the latter holds if there is a path in G that contains m nodesAnalyst (re)writes requirements 
and (re)provides relations
Framework builds relation trees
Framework validates 
requirements
Framework detects possible 
interactions
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Figure 2 The proposed solution process.object1, . . ., objecti, . . ., objectj, . . ., objectm, mP 2. This prob-
lem is one of Depth First Search (DFS). In the general case,
the speciﬁcation provided by the analyst may result in multiple
directed graphs G. The framework then has to execute DFS
with every graph. For example, analyzing the graph depicted
in Fig. 3 results in the following paths: FDA, FDB, GEB,
HC, and KC.
4.3. Step 3: requirement statement validation
The framework then checks the validity of every requirement
statement based on the following validation rules:
1. Every operation shall have an agent:(id, s, event, VOID,
operation, object-set, object, hold) ->error(id)
2. Every operation shall have an input:(id, s, event, agent,
operation, VOID, object, hold) ->error(id)
3. Every operation shall have an output:(id, s, event, agent,
operation, object-set, VOID, hold) ->error(id)
4. The output of an operation shall be a single object:(id, s,
event, agent, operation, object-set1, object-set2, hold) -
>error(id)
5. If s equals FORBID or STOP, then hold must be equal to
VOID(id, s, event, agent, operation, object-set, object,
hold),
(s = FORBID OR s = STOP) AND hold „ VOID-
>error(id)
1. If s equals STOP, then event must not be equal to VOID(id,
s, event, agent, operation, object-set, object, hold),
s = STOP AND event = VOID->error(id)
The ﬁrst two validation rules are the same as in KAOS
(Objectiver, 2007). The third one has been reported in
Calisaya et al., 2008; Haibo et al., 2010; Van Lamsweerde
et al., 1998a. After the framework checks the validity of the
requirements in regard to the rules, displays the analysis results
on the analyst’s interface. The analyst repeats the process of
rewriting erroneous requirement statements and re-launching
the validity checking until there is no mistake (no inferred
error(id)). Rules 1–3 and 5–6 relate to requirement speciﬁca-
tion mistakes. The analyst has to ﬁx them. Solving the issue
of rule 4 implies splitting the requirement into more than
one so that each one has a single object as output.Figure 3 Path graph example.
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In this step, the framework compares every pair of require-
ment tuples to detect conﬂicts. Conﬂicting tuples are reported
to the analyst so that he can solve the conﬂicts by rewriting the
requirements. He then has to re-launch the conﬂict detection.
This process has to be executed as many times as needed until
there is no requirement conﬂict (see Fig. 2). The conﬂict detec-
tion procedure uses the following conﬂict inference rules. Each
rule corresponds to a speciﬁc type of conﬂict. For every type of
conﬂict, we explain how the analyst should solve it.
4.4.1. Duplicated requirement (1)
The interaction is due to the two requirements being exactly
the same or one being included in the other:
(id1, s1, event1, agent1, operation1, object-set1, object1,
hold1),
(id2, s2, event2, agent2, operation2, object-set2, object2,
hold2),id1 „ id2, s1 = s2, event1 = event2, agent1 = agent2 OR
agent1 = ALL, operation1 = operation2, object-set1 = object-
set2, object1 = object2, repeat1 = repeat2, hold1 = hold2
->interaction(id1, id2)
Resolution: The analyst should keep only one of the two
requirements based on the customer’s story.
4.4.2. Incompatible requirements (2)
In this type of conﬂict, the two requirements are ambiguous,
incompatible, or contradictory.
- Two operation frequencies (2.1)
In this interaction, the same agent is required to perform
the same operation on the same object but at two different fre-
quencies. This interaction type has been called time discrepan-
cies in Moser et al., 2011:
(id1, s1, event1, agent1, operation1, object-set1, object1,
hold1),
(id2, s2, event2, agent2, operation2, object-set2, object2,
hold2),id1 „ id2, s1 = s2 = START, agent1 = agent2 OR agent1
=ALL, operation1 = operation2, object1 = object2 OR reach-
able(object1,object2), hold1 „ hold2
->interaction(id1, id2)
Resolution: The analyst should check whether to keep the
two requirements or only one based on the customer’s story.
- Start-forbid (2.2)
In this conﬂict, the same event causes the same operation to
be performed and to be forbidden, which is contradictory. This
interaction type is also known as obstruction (Van
Lamsweerde and Willemet, 1998b) and mutual exclusion
(Calisaya et al., 2008):
(id1, s1, event1, agent1, operation1, object-set1, object1,
hold1),
(id2, s2, event2, agent2, operation2, object-set2, object2,
hold2),id1 „ id2, s1 = START, s2 = FORBID, event1 = event2,
agent1 = agent2 OR agent1 = ALL OR agent2 = ALL, opera-
tion1 = operation2, object-set1 = object-set2, object1 = object2
OR reachable(object1, object2) OR reachable(object2, object1)
->interaction(id1, id2)Resolution: The analyst may have to correct or omit
one or both of the requirements based on the customer’s
story.
- Forbid-stop (2.3)
This conﬂict is due to the same operation being stopped
under a certain condition event and, at the same time, being
unconditionally forbidden in another requirement:
(id1, s1, event1, agent1, operation1, object-set1, object1,
hold1),
(id2, s2, event2, agent2, operation2, object-set2, object2,
hold2),id1 „ id2, s1 = FORBID, s2 = STOP, event1 = VOID
AND event2 „ VOID, agent1 = agent2 OR agent1 = ALL OR
agent2 = ALL, operation1 = operation2, object-set1 = object-
set2, object1 = object2
->interaction(id1, id2)
Resolution: The analyst may have to correct or omit one or
both of the requirements based on the customer’s story.
- Two condition events (2.4)
This conﬂict is due to the same operation being executed,
stopped, or forbidden on two different events:
(id1, s1, event1, agent1, operation1, object-set1, object1,
repeat1, hold1),
(id2, s2, event2, agent2, operation2, object-set2, object2,
repeat2, hold2),id1 „ id2, s1 = s2, event1 „ event2 AND event1 „ -
VOID AND event2 „ VOID, agent1 = agent2 OR agent1 = -
ALL, operation1 = operation2, object-set1 = object-set2,
object1 = object2
->interaction(id1, id2)
Resolution: Such a situation is not always problematic
because there may be operations meant to be held under differ-
ent conditions. The analyst should check if the conﬂict is really
a speciﬁcation mistake. To solve the interaction, the analyst
may have to correct or omit one or both of the requirements
based on the customer’s story.
4.4.3. Assumption alteration (3)
This type of interaction holds when the output of one require-
ment’s operation is part of the inputs (assumptions) or out-
puts (results) of the other’s operation. In such a case, the
alteration operated by the ﬁrst requirement’s operation on
the inputs or outputs of the second requirement may be
undesirable.
- Input–output (3.1)
This conﬂict holds between two requirements if one of them
performs its operation on an object (output) that is an input in
the other requirement. In telecommunication feature interac-
tions, this situation is called assumption violation (Griffeth
and Velthuijsen, 1994) because one feature could alter the
assumption (input) of the other. In terms of our language,
there is a conﬂict because the ﬁrst requirement’s output
(object1) is part of or contains, has, or specializes either
directly or indirectly an object that is part of the second
requirement’s input set (object-set2):
(id1, s1, event1, agent1, operation1, object-set1, object1,
hold1),
Table 2 Jointly triggerable conﬂict rules.
R2.1, R2.4
R2.4, R3.2
R3.1, R3.2
302 Z. Chentouf(id2, s2, event2, agent2, operation2, object-set2, object2,
hold2),id1 „ id2, s1 = s2 = START, object1 e object-set2 OR
$ o e object-set2 and reachable(object1, o)
->interaction(id1, id2)
Resolution: If the interaction is undesirable, the analyst
should make sure that there is a requirement that protects
the assumptions of one requirement from being altered by
the other requirement.
- Output–output (3.2)
This conﬂict consists of the fact that one requirement alters
the (or part of the) result (output) of the other:
(id1, s1, event1, agent1, operation1, object-set1, object1,
hold1),
(id2, s2, event2, agent2, operation2, object-set2, object2,
hold2),id1 „ id2, s1 = s2 = START, operation1 „ operation2,
object1 = object2 OR reachable(object1, object2)
->interaction(id1, id2)
Resolution: This situation is not always undesirable
because the result of one operation may be meant to be
updated by another operation. The analyst should check this
case. He may then have to make sure that there is a require-
ment that protects the results of one requirement from being
altered by the other requirement.
4.4.4. Non-conﬂicting requirements (4)
The above detection inference rules are expressed in Table 1.
This table is meant to be implemented in the framework andTable 1 Conﬂict Inference Rules. Columns: 1: id1 = id2, 2: s1
s2 = STOP, 7: s2 = FORBID, 8: event1 = event2, 9: event1 = VOID
agent2 = ALL, 14:operation1 = operation2, 15: obj-set1 = obj-s
reachable(object2, object1), 19: object1 e object-set2, 20: $ o e obje
true, 0: false, empty: true or false.
R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 0 1 1
0 1 1
2.1 0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 1
2.2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
2.3 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
2.4 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
3.1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 0 1 0 0
3.2 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 0 1 0 0to be the basis of the detection procedure’s operation. The lat-
ter looks in the table to trigger conﬂicting rules. For any pair
of requirement tuples that cannot match any row in the table,
the detection procedure will derive NOT interaction(). This is a
conﬂict inference rule as well:id1 „ id2, the two requirements
(id1, id2) do not match with any row in Table 1.
->NOT interaction(id1, id2)
The lines of Table 1 (conﬂict rules) are not mutually exclu-
sive. Table 2 shows the sets of rules that can be triggered by the
same couple of requirement tuples. This implies that a couple
of requirement tuples might infer interaction() more than once.
We suppose that the implementation of the requirement detec-
tion procedure displays the corresponding number of the inter-
action on the analyst’s interface. The analyst then has to
analyze the interactions and solve them.
4.5. OAM&P requirement speciﬁcations
The OAM&P requirement modeling language we presented in
this article and the associated requirement validation rules
(Section 4.3) and conﬂict inference rules (Section 4.4) allow
to state OAM&P requirement speciﬁcations (RS). In the latter,
the sets Obj, Agt, Opr, and Evt are speciﬁed by the analyst= s2, 3: s1 = START, 4: s1 = FORBID, 5: s2 = START, 6:
, 10:event2 = VOID, 11:agent1 = agent2, 12: agent1 = ALL, 13:
et2, 16:object1 = object2, 17:reachable(object1, object2), 18:
ct-set2 AND reachable(object1, o), 21: hold1 = hold2. Cells: 1:
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 0
1 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 0
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 0 0
1 1 1 1 0 0
1 1 1 1 0 0
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
0 0 1
Managing OAM&P requirement conﬂicts 303through the Step 1–Step 4 process (Sections 4.1–4.4). The aim
of an RS is to derive either interaction(id1, id2) or NOT inter-
action(id1, id2) for every pair of requirements (id1, id2). At the
end of the process, no error() predicate is true in RS because
there exist only well-formed requirement tuples. Additionally,
RS contains reachable() and interaction() predicates.
Deﬁnition 4.1 (Requirement speciﬁcation) A requirement
speciﬁcation (RS) consists of well-formed requirement tuples,
reachable() predicates, and interaction() predicates.
An important aspect of RS is their correctness. An RS is
correct if it is complete and consistent. Consistency means that
for each couple of requirements, either interaction() or NOT
interaction() is derived but not both. Completeness means that
for every couple of requirements, a verdict, either interaction()
or NOT interaction(), exists.
Deﬁnition 4.2 (Completeness and consistency of RS) An RS
is complete if for each pair of requirement tuples, at least inter-
action() or NOT interaction() is true. An RS is consistent if for
each couple of requirement tuples, interaction() and NOT
interaction() cannot both be true.
Proposition 4.1. An RS speciﬁed using the here deﬁned
language and the Steps 1–4 process is complete.
Proof. Table 1 contains all the requirement conﬂict inference
rules. In an RS, the numbers of requirements, requirement
parameters (eight parameters: id, s-value, and event) and
reachable() predicates are ﬁnite. Additionally, according to
Table 1, triggering any row (conﬂict rule) infers interaction().
According to conﬂict inference rule 4, a pair of requirements
that cannot match with any row of Table 1 results in inferring
NOT interaction(). Hence, any RS speciﬁed using the here
deﬁned language and process is complete. h
Proposition 4.2. An RS speciﬁed using the here deﬁned lan-
guage and the Steps 1–4 process is consistent.
Proof. As stated in the proof of Proposition 1, for every pair
of requirements, either interaction() or NOT interaction() is
derived. According to Table 1, Table 2, and the deﬁnition of
conﬂict inference rule 4, a couple of requirements triggers
either rule 4, which sets interaction() to false, or triggers one
or more of the rows of Table 1, which set interaction() to true
once or many times. Hence, any RS speciﬁed using the here
deﬁned language and process is consistent. h4.5.1. Computational complexity
Let Obj and Req be the sets of objects and requirements,
respectively. Step 1 of Fig. 2 is a manual one. Steps 2–4 are
fully automatable. Step 2 can be divided into two. First, the
framework builds the relation trees. The complexity of this
operation is O(|Obj|2). Then, the framework writes a list of
all the reachable() predicates that are true, which corresponds
to a DFC problem. The latter’s complexity equals O(|Obj|)
(Heineman et al., 2006). The complexities of step 3 and step
4 are O(|Req|) and O(|Obj|2.|Req|2), respectively. Thus, the
computational complexity of the whole process is
O(|Obj|2.|Req|2). If we assume that |Req|>|Obj|, the complex-
ity approaches O(|Req|4). However, the conﬂict detection
procedure should be implemented so that it checks only therows of Table 1 then immediately concludes NOT interaction()
if none of those rows apply. This signiﬁcantly reduces the com-
putation complexity. This has been proven through simula-
tions conducted to study the scalability of the proposed
solution. Further details can be found in Section 6.
5. Related work
Aspects of the here studied problem have been addressed by
Chentouf (2012) and KAOS (Objectiver, 2007).
5.1. The work of Chentouf
(Chentouf, 2012) presents research on handling OAM&P ser-
vice interactions. The approach consists of modeling each
OAM&P feature by abstracting its action as either use or mod-
ify. In terms of the here presented language, Chentouf, 2012
models each OAM&P feature as one of the followings:
- Agent modify object
- Agent use object
The operation modify abstracts any operation that actually
modiﬁes data or affects processing. For example, write, delete,
and execute. The operation use abstracts operations that do
not change data or affect processing, such as read, has, and
apply on. The concern of this simple language goes to model-
ing service logic rather than requirements. The language
deﬁned in the current paper aims to model requirements.
Another relevant aspect is the interaction detection proce-
dure. The emphasis in Chentouf, 2012 is placed on detecting
OAM&P feature interactions. The present work addresses
OAM&P requirement conﬂicts. In the former work, OAM&P
feature interactions are deﬁned to hold between two features if
one of the following situations is encountered:
- agent1 use object; agent2 modify object, agent1 „ agent2.
- agent1 modify object; agent2 modify object, agent1 „ agent2.
The ﬁrst FI pattern is equivalent to our requirement conﬂict
rule input–output (3.1). The second pattern is equivalent to the
rule output–output (3.2).
Let us compare the reliability of the two approaches. The
fact that the language of Chentouf, 2012 does not contain con-
cepts such as forbid, stop, and event makes it less expressive.
More precisely:
- In Chentouf, 2012, agent1 must be different from agent2,
and the agent ALL is not deﬁned. This makes all cases of
interactions 1 and 2.1–2.4 and some cases of 3.1–3.2 unde-
tectable, according to Table 1, columns 11–13.
- The predicate reachable is not expressed, which prevents
some conﬂicts of types 2.1–2.3 and all conﬂicts of 3.1–3.2
from being detected, based on Table 1, columns 17, 18,
and 20.
- The hold parameter is not expressed, which means that con-
ﬂict 2.1 is not detectable, based on Table 1, column 21.
The approach of Chentouf, 2012 does not detect any of the
conﬂict examples presented in Section 6 except the example of
304 Z. Chentoufconﬂict 3.1. Using the language of Chentouf, 2012, the latter
example can be written:
- Broker modify rate-table
- Administrator use rate-table
These two requirements correspond to the pattern:agent1
use object; agent2 modify object, agent1 „ agent2.
Another advantage of the here proposed work is the fact
that it deﬁnes a complete framework that guides analysts to
cope with OAM&P requirement conﬂicts.
5.2. The requirement modeling language KAOS
KAOS deﬁnes a requirement conﬂict in the situation where the
satisfaction of one goal prevents the satisfaction of another.
The relation between the two requirements is called an obstacle
(Objectiver, 2007). However, KAOS does not contain any
deﬁned conﬂict detection rule or detection procedure. The
main focus of KAOS is placed on modeling requirements.
To detect requirement conﬂicts, we had to modify KAOS.
We ended up with a new language.
Table 4 summarizes the differences between the here
deﬁned language and KAOS. As can be seen in this table,
KAOS offers a graphical notation, which is not deﬁned in
the present work. Based on this notation, KAOS provides dif-
ferent abstraction views. For example, a responsibility model is
part of the requirement graphical model that focuses on a
given agent. Similarly, an operation model isolates a given
operation and its related inputs and outputs. However, these
two features that are not deﬁned in the present work can be
seen as relevant to the implementation of the language and
framework more than to the design of the underlying modeling
approach and conﬂict detection solution.
6. Case study
6.1. Selected OAM&P requirement conﬂict examples
The following are some selected OAM&P conﬂict examples.
We suppose that the identiﬁers of the two requirements are
not equal, and we do not write them in the examples.
6.1.1. Duplicated requirement (1)
Requirement:
- The system shall authenticate incoming ITSP calls using the
user-ID.
Requirement tuples:
(START, ITSP-call-received, system, authenticate, ITSP-
user-ID, received-call, VOID)
(START, ITSP-call-received, system, authenticate, ITSP-
user-ID, received-call, VOID)
This couple of tuples triggers conﬂict rule 1. The conﬂict
consists of the fact that the same requirement is written twice
with different ID numbers.6.1.2. Two operation frequencies (2.1)
Requirements:
- The system shall invoice broker accounts once per semester
using CDR.
- The system shall invoice subscriber accounts once per
month using CDR.
Relations:
- Broker accounts contain subscriber accounts.
Requirement tuples:
(START, VOID, system, invoice, {broker-CDR, broker-
account}, broker-account, 15811200000)
(START, VOID, system, invoice, {subscriber-CDR, sub-
scriber-account}, subscriber-account, 2592000000)reach-
able(broker-account, subscriber-account)
This couple of tuples triggers conﬂict rule 2.1. The interac-
tion here means that the second requirement is included in the
ﬁrst one (a broker account contains subscriber accounts), and
the two requirements have different frequencies. According to
Table 2, couples of requirements that trigger rule 2.1 might
trigger rule 2.4. This example does not because both of the
events are equal to VOID (see Table 1).
6.1.3. Start-forbid (2.2)
Requirements:
- It shall be forbidden to delete invoices.
- A broker should be able to delete his own subscribers’
accounts.
Relations:
- A subscriber account contains invoices.
Requirement tuples:
(FORBID, VOID, ALL, delete, invoice, invoice, VOID)
(START, VOID, broker, delete, subscriber-account, sub-
scriber-account, VOID)reachable(subscriber-account, invoice)
This couple of tuples triggers rule 2.2. The interaction holds
because the agent broker is included in ALL, a subscriber
account contains invoices, the two operations are the same,
but one of them is forbidden and the other is commanded.
6.1.4. Forbid-stop (2.3)
Requirements:
- It shall be forbidden for PBX accounts to have virtual
circuits.
- The system shall deactivate virtual circuits for PBX
accounts that do not pay for the service.
Requirement tuples:
(FORBID, VOID, system, activate-virtual-circuits, PBX,
PBX, VOID)
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tual-circuits, PBX, PBX, VOID)
These tuples trigger rule 2.3. There is a conﬂict because the
same operation is unconditionally forbidden by one require-
ment, whereas the other requirement is meant for stopping
it. These two requirements are incompatible.
6.1.5. Two condition events (2.4)
Requirements:
- If the service plan is elapsed, the system should block no
more authorized calls.
- If the credit limit is reached, the system shall block no more
authorized calls.
Requirement tuples:
(STOP, service-plan-elapsed, system, block, unauthorized-
calls, unauthorized-calls, VOID)
(STOP, credit-limit-reached, system, block, unauthorized-
calls, unauthorized-calls, VOID)
Rule 2.4 is triggered. There is an interaction because the
same agent is required to perform the same operation but on
two different events. According to Table 2, couples of require-
ments that trigger rule 2.4 might trigger rule 3.2 as well. This
example does not because both s1 and s2 are not equal to
START (see Table 1).
6.1.6. Input–output (3.1)
Requirements:
- The broker shall be able to access the rate table.Table 3 Simulation results.
Requirements Time (s) Time (min)
100 5 0.1
300 5 0.1
1000 5 0.1
3000 7 0.1
5000 10 0.2
10,000 24 0.4
30,000 148 2.5
60,000 816 13.6
200,000 3680 61.3
Table 4 Differences between KAOS and the proposed language.
Feature or concept Present work
Goal No
Operation Yes
Agent Yes
Input Yes
Output Yes; one objec
Start, stop, forbid Yes
c(),g(),h() Yes
Hold Yes
Deﬁned process through a framework Yes
Conﬂict detection Yes
Multiple abstraction views No
Graphical notation No- The administrator shall create an access list based on the
rate table.
Requirement tuples:
(START, VOID, broker, access, rate-table, rate-table,
VOID)
(START, VOID, administrator, create, rate-table, access-
list, VOID)
Rule 3.1 is triggered by these two requirements. The conﬂict
is due to the fact that the assumption of the second require-
ment (input: rate-table) is equal to the output of the ﬁrst
requirement. According to Table 2, requirements that trigger
rule 3.1 might trigger rule 3.2 too. This example does not
because the outputs of the two requirements are not equal
(see Table 1).
6.1.7. Output–output (3.2)
Requirements:
- The system shall use number ﬁlters to modify number
preﬁxes
- Subscribers shall be able to create virtual numbers
Relations:
- Virtual numbers contain number preﬁxes
Requirement tuples:
(START, VOID, system, modify, {number-preﬁx, number-
ﬁlter}, number-preﬁx, VOID)
(START, VOID, subscriber, create, virtual-number-list,
virtual-number, VOID)reachable(virtual-number, number-
preﬁx)
These requirements trigger rule 3.2. There is a conﬂict
because the output of the second requirement contains the out-
put of the ﬁrst one.
6.2. Scalability tests
To study the scalability of the proposed solution, a require-
ment conﬂict detection program based on Table 1 has been
implemented in Java. A set of 50 requirements have been writ-
ten, and the 25 object couples have c, g, or h relations. To feed
the test with more requirements, a set of 50 requirements has
been duplicated as needed. The program has been written soKAOS
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
t only Yes; there may be more than one object
Start and stop only
Yes; not considered for conﬂict detection
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
306 Z. Chentoufthat every conﬂict detection iteration goes through all of the
rows of Table 1, even if a row has been matched before reach-
ing the end of the table. This means that the results of a real
exploitation of the solution will certainly be better than the
ones reported in this paper. Table 3 contains the simulation
results.
The results show that the proposed solution requires an
acceptable computation time, which remains less than a minute
for more than 10,000 requirements. The results also show that
the solution scales very well as the number of requirements
increases. We do not know how many requirements could be
written for an OAM&P implementation project. However,
based on our previous industrial experience, we can say that
an OAM&P implementation can contain approximately
200000 LOC. We conjecture that the number of requirements
is always less than the number of LOC, which is why we tested
the framework implementation’s scalability with this number of
requirements despite it seeming exaggerated.7. Conclusion
This article has addressed the problem of detecting OAM&P
requirement conﬂicts. The aim is to solve them before they
translate into software defects. We have proposed a solution
composed of an OAM&P feature modeling language, a set
of conﬂict detection inference rules, and a complete work pro-
cess meant to be implemented by OAM&P requirement ana-
lysts and service engineers. The advantage of the proposed
language is that it is presented in a controlled natural language
for easy by analysts and engineers. Completeness, consistency,
and scalability of the proposed solution are proven. We dem-
onstrate these contributions using proof-of-concept examples
and scalability simulation tests. Other contributions of the
present work consist of determining the OAM&P requirement
conﬂict causes and identifying and classifying their types.
Improvements on this work are still possible. Our conﬂict
detection rules only handle pair-wise conﬂicts. We will try to
generalize the detection procedure so it can detect n-way inter-
actions that may involve more than two requirement tuples.
However, more complex rules would be required. In addition,
our solution is based on a syntactical comparison between
requirement tuples. Therefore, it cannot detect semantic con-
ﬂicts, for example, when the same object or the same operation
is expressed by the analyst by means of two different words.
Addressing this point should open the way for the proposed
solution to detect more subtle conﬂicts.References
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